Events
Design: Safe as Milk

Slow design

Besides “Could you pass me the milk, please?”, another eternal question during
international design event coffee breaks would be: “Can design change the
world?” The belief and hope that design is a catalyst of change is suggested by
the many titles and subtitles seen at design events, linking expensive words such
as ‘future’ to ‘planet’ or ‘crisis’ to ‘creativity’. In reality, the outcome of most of
these staged shows adds little substance to the dialogue about the future, where
‘design’ often remains merely a buzzword. Maybe it’s about time to stimulate
a real debate with other characters in the global scene who have something
‘substantial’ to add to the cliché stories on sustainable design, eco-innovation,
recycling economics, environmental marketing, fair trade, and how to do
responsible business. Anyway, here are a few echoes from Design Wonderland’s
latest outings...

Ventura Lambrate, Milan, mid-April
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At the tip of creativity
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Design Indaba in Cape Town,
South Africa, end of February
If Design Indaba is not the best-organised conference
on design & creativity in the world, it’s definitely the
most remote. Its formula reads like a classic club
sandwich: lifting-off with a champagne fuelled boat
ride from Cape Town’s old harbour and ending three
days later with a sauvignon blanc or a shiraz in hand,
at one of the Western Cape’s finer wine estates. What
happens in-between -- the dressing -- is design,
design and more design, throughout the course of a
three-day conference. During its 14 years of existence,
South-African ‘cultural entrepreneur’ Ravi Naidoo has
managed to bring the planet’s most creative thinkers
and doers to the southern tip of Africa, whether they
spring from industrial & graphic design, fashion &
photography, education & publication, or media &
multimedia. Among this year’s speakers were Michael
Wolff, Francis Kéré, Bibliothèque, Renny Ramakers,
Alberto Alessi, Maarten Baas, Oded Ezer, Ben Fry and
Jens Martin Skibsted, all receiving their one hour of
fame on a South-African stage.
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With its vast area of approximately 10,000 m2,
Ventura Lambrate offers fresh air to predominantly
young design labels and galleries, graduate
students, art schools and design councils, in an
environment far away from the high decibels of the
masses. A giant laboratory of ideas that create an
antidote to the overpriced square metres elsewhere.
Nevertheless, for those who love numbers, this
year saw more than 60,000 visitors to the 48
exhibition points (versus 30,000 and 22 last year),
featuring works by more than 300 designers.
Ventura Lambrate is thus a good place to witness
‘slow design’: nutritious and inspiring, perhaps with
an aftertaste of Dutch mayonnaise, but harmless
nonetheless.

1. Frederik Molenschot
with his citylight chandelier
‘Anamorphosis’ by Studio Molen
2. Margriet Vollenberg & Margo
Konings from Organisation in
Design, organisers of Ventura
Lambrate
3. Tord Boontje, Royal College
of Art’s Head of Design Products
Department at the RCA Intent
show
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www.venturalambrate.com
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1. Cartoon from Maarten Baas’
presentation at the Design Indaba
conference
2. Alberto Alessi demonstrating
the whistle on Richard Sapper’s
Jubilee kettle for Alessi

With the tagline ‘A better world through creativity’
Naidoo has pinned the ‘design’ flag on the SouthAfrican map, and while the Indaba street banners have
been folded-up and shelved until next February, other
Capetonians are imaging a better future as they vie for
the ‘prestigious’ status of World Design Capital 2014.
As far as we know, the bid goes in without the support
of Interactive Africa, Naidoo’s organisation of which
Indaba is his flagship.
www.designindaba.com
www.worlddesigncapital.com
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In recent years we all witnessed a growing
scepticism towards the Salone’s Off events: too
much, too noisy, too commercial. In other words: to
avoid. Success has its downside. Guessing that lots
of flitting flies are attracted to design shit for obvious
commercial reasons, last year Margriet Vollenberg
and Margo Konings, from Organisation in Design
-- the Dutch can be very pragmatic when it comes to
name-giving -- decided it was the right moment to
launch their own design road show, with the intention
of doing things differently -- and better -- than other
Milanese quarters, focusing on opening-up space to
more experimental and inspiring material.

3. ‘I support’ badge for Cape
Town’s bid for World Design
Capital 2014
4. Ravi Naidoo at the wine tasting
in Franschhoek

4. Dries Verbruggen from UNFOLD Design Studio with KIOSK,
a design sampler project commissioned by Z33 and Thomas
Lommée.
KIOSK - roughly based on a SF short story by Bruce Sterling
- explores a near future scenario in which digital fabricators
appear on street corners in the way that fast food is sold
in mobile food stalls today. Here you can get your broken
shoe fixed or have an illegal download of Starck’s Juicy Salif
orange squeezer materialised.
KIOSK was part of the exhibition New Times, New Heroes
by Z33, House for contemporary art, and REcentre - centre
for sustainable design.
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Events
No Time to Waste

Drama at the Sava

Capri TrendWatching Festival,
end of April

Belgrade Design Week, End of May

The Capresi are dead serious about the future objectives
of their small and precious island, creating new
standards and fundaments to sustain the revalorisation
of the landscape and its artistic and historical patrimony
-- by holding itself up against the light. Two years ago
a few local entrepreneurs joined forces to imagine
Capri’s potential as an artistic and cultural hub in
relation to local tourism and its rich heritage. Together
they launched the Fondazione Capri to generate
cultural exchange on the island and trigger artistic and
intellectual initiatives by means of festivals, exhibitions
and awards. One example is the Capri TrendWatching
Festival, now in its second edition with the dark theme
‘At what point is the night?’ presenting a three-day
reflection on the impact of the crisis regarding present
and future consumer trends -- both global and local.
The festival -- curated by Elena Marinoni and hosted
by Grand Hotel Quisisana -- investigated the future
of consumption, focusing on the altered relationship
between consumers and producers in the aftermath of
a crisis, such as a new sobriety, the gap between the
luxurious and the low-cost, and the advanced power
of social networks that group consumers together.
Phenomena that feature neologisms like solopreneuring,
crowd sourcing, and iEconomy were not neglected…
International speakers included Marc Augé, Konstantin
Grcic and Ross Lovegrove.
Additionally, Capri’s mayor also demonstrated his
commitment to a new and clean future by enforcing a
law banning all dog poo from the streets, with a simple
plan to submit the entire canine population to a DNA
search. The smell of politics, we assume…
www.capritrendwatchingfestival.net
www.fondazionecapri.org
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For a few consecutive days at the end of May,
Belgrade provided the main image appearing on the
front page of The Guardian newspaper and in the
Breaking News on CNN. Unfortunately for Jovan
Jelovac, founder of Belgrade Design Week (BDW), it
wasn’t his event that captured all the attention, but
the arrest of his fellow countryman Ratko Mladić, for
obvious weapon-related facts.
The BDW conference and other associated activities
were presented in a three-day programme entitled
FUTURE SQUARED, which generated lots of drama,
passion and suspense. What else could one expect
if the venue of choice was the Yugoslav Drama
Theatre and the array of international speakers
included Arik Levy, Javier Mariscal, Harri Koskinen,
Stefan Diez, Mike Meiré, Yello legend Dieter Meier,
and Patrik Schumacher from Zaha Hadid Architects,
et al. Not to forget the drama created by the browncloaked master of ceremonies Herr Jelovac.
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It was there at the confluence of the Sava and
the Danube that we experienced our most recent
bout of meat indigestion, which occurred almost
simultaneously with the accompanying serving of
design overkill. We decided to take the afternoon
off and take a drive through Tito’s imaginary
architectural landscape at Novi Beograd, the
pre-planned city on the left bank of the Sava. That
brought back some serene realty to our life. Oh,
we almost forgot to mention that this year’s BDW
coincided with Mikser, a charming crossover designart-music festival harboured in an old flower mill set
in a dramatic piece of landscape on the shores of
the Danube.

1. Dieter Meier interviewed
by Jovan Jelovac
2. The Centre for Promotion of
Sciences, a new urban concept
for Belgrade’s Block 39 by
architect Wolfgang Tschapeller,
to be opened in 2012
Image © Wolfgang Tschapeller
3. Belgrade at the confluence
of the Sava and the Danube
. West Gate / Block 33 in
New Belgrade

www.belgradedesignweek.com

Hangar-on
DMY Berlin, Beginning of June
DMY is an international design road show that travels
from its home base in Berlin to exotic places like Taipei,
Seoul and Tokyo. Personally, we would wish to add Sao
Paulo and Mexico City to the list… Anyway, the best part
of DMY Berlin is its magnificent location, the former Nazi
Flughafen, Berlin Tempelhof, with its aviation hangars
that offer a so-right atmosphere for a five-day exhibition,
showcasing new products and prototypes still in an
embryonic phase.
Parallel to the exhibition is a wide programme including
talks and workshops… and parties. Curiously, Finnish
was the second language being spoken on the tarmac,
as half of Helsinki came over to present a preview of their
World Capital of Design 2012 programme.

1. Ross Lovegrove and
Konstantin Grcic strolling
in Via Camerelle during the
Capri Trendwatching Festival
Photo © Capri Trendwatching
Festival
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2. ‘Made by them’ vase
collection by Camille
Grandaty at DMY
3. ‘Monumenta’ a furniture
DIY ensemble by Clemence
Seilles at DMY

www.dmy-berlin.com
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